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Abstract
This paper describes a collaboration between Bell
Labs and NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.) STRL to develop a real-time large vocabulary speech recognition system for live closed-captioning of NHK news programs.
Bell Labs broadcast news recognition engine consists of
a two-pass decoder using bigram language models (LM)
and right biphone models during the first pass, and trigram
LM with within-word triphone models in the second pass.
Various pruning strategies are used to achieve real time
decoding, together with a noise compensation procedure
aimed at improving recognition on noisy segments of the
program. The system operates in a real-time mode and
delivers less than 2% of word error rate (WER) on studio
news conditions and about 5% of WER on noisy news and
reporter speech when evaluated on a real broadcast news
program.

1. Introduction
Developing a broadcast news (BN) transcription system
for live subtitling is a challenging problem since it requires high recognition accuracy with real-time performance for a large variety of acoustic environments, ranging from high quality anchor speech in studio to reporters
speech in the field. Since March 2000, NHK (Japan
Broadcasting Corp.) has been providing live closedcaptioning of its broadcast news programs using a realtime speech recognizer followed by manual correction of
recognition errors [1]. While current automatic speech
recognition (ASR) technologies can provide high recognition accuracy on anchor speakers in studio condition,
the inherent variability of broadcast news programs leads
to poor ASR performance on some portions of the broadcast. In an attempt to improve core BN technology, NHK
Labs and Bell Labs have teamed up and this paper presents
some of our recent results using Bell Labs’ Japanese
recognition engine.
In the initial phase of developing our Japanese broad-
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cast news transcription system, we used Bell Labs’ onepass decoder [2]. This decoder uses cross-word triphone
models and long span language models in a single pass to
perform the search for the best word sequence. While this
decoder leads to very accurate transcription results, tuning
the system for real-time decoding significantly degrades
the recognition performance. Therefore, we have decided
to switch to a 2-pass decoding strategy. The main goal is
to develop a real time search while still keeping, as closely
as possible, the accuracy of the 1-pass search. While
2-pass strategies have been extensively used in practical
speech recognition systems, the proposed 2-pass search
has its unique characteristics.
Because broadcast news applications involve a variety
of acoustic environments, from tightly controlled studio
conditions to live reports from the field, it is necessary
to improve the system’s robustness. While model adaptation techniques are an efficient way to improve robustness,
they are typically not well suited for real-time applications. Recently, we have proposed a sequential noise compensation technique that significantly improves recognition results on noisy speech [3]. We propose to apply this
technique on our closed-captioning application, and show
that it improves recognition performance on noisy speech
and speeds-up the decoding by reducing acoustic confusability.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present Bell Labs’ core 2-pass decoder and outline our
noise compensation procedure. Experimental results on
an NHK’s broadcast news database are described in Section 3, followed by some conclusions.

2. Bell Labs’ Japanese Broadcast News
Transcription System
2.1. System Overview
To satisfy both real-time decoding and high recognition
accuracy requirements, we have developed a 2-pass decoder for broadcast news applications. Broadly speaking,
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a 2-pass search consists of a fast first pass which limits the
potential search space to a set of most likely candidates
which are then rescored in the second pass by more detailed models. The success of the first pass lies in its ability to retain the most likely word sequence, hence not resulting in any search error. The basic idea is to use a simple search strategy and/or simple acoustic and language
models. The first pass of our 2-pass decoder is based on
the following:







A single static tree search structure. This is in
contrast to most tree search in speech recognition
where multiple tree copies depending on the language model history are used. This single tree structure is also used by BBN [4] and NHK [1] systems
and results in a very efficient first pass.
Left biphone acoustic models trained using a decision tree state tying algorithm [5]. These models
take advantage of context while still maintaining
efficiency. This can be compared to averaging the
triphones in the BBN system 1 , and using full triphones in the NHK recognizer.
Bigram language models. Bigram probabilities are
distributed among nodes in the tree to benefit the
search as early as possible from the language model.
This is the traditional language model lookahead
used in many systems, which is efficiently implemented using caching.

Based on the above ingredients the first pass uses a
classical Viterbi beam search, where at each time instant
the top K candidates are propagated back into the root of
the tree. The list of the best word candidates at each time
instant are kept for later use in the backward pass. To
further improve the efficiency of the first pass, three additional types of pruning are used:





Word end pruning, where a tighter beam is used at
the word ends.
Histogram pruning, where only a specified maximum number of arcs are retained at each time. Interestingly, this type of pruning was found particularly useful in noisy speech decoding.
Phoneme lookahead based pruning. This is based
on phoneme pruning using a normalized local
acoustic score as discussed in [6].

After using the above techniques it was observed that
the computational effort is mostly spent in the likelihood
evaluation. This also was observed by others and fast likelihood computation techniques are usually called for to
speed up the system. We use a vector quantization (VQ)
Gaussian selection scheme to reduce the effort spent in
1 Essentially

leading to models very similar to monophones

Gaussian calculation [7]. The combination of all of the
above techniques result in a very fast and efficient first
pass which runs at less than 0.5RT (Real-Time) for clean
speech, and contains the correct word candidates about
99% of the time.
The forward pass results in a set of likely words ending
at each time frame. This pass is followed by a backward
pass whose search space is constrained by the results of
the first pass. The backward pass uses the following models:





Within word triphone models. In an earlier version of our system, right biphone models were used
in the backward pass but significant improvement
have been obtained when using within word triphone models. One the other hand, we have found
that using cross-word triphones leads to significant
increase in the search space and computation time.
A backward trigram language model.

The backward search is again a Viterbi beam search employing word-end (in this case word-begin) pruning, histogram pruning, and fast likelihood computation techniques. To make pruning and hence the search even more
efficient the following techniques are used:




Forward-backward pruning. Here, the score from
the forward pass is kept and combined with the
score from the second pass. This allows the beam
width to be drastically reduced.
Grammar spreading. To avoid the abrupt change in
score when applying the language model at word
ends (again word-begin in the backward case), the
language model score is distributed uniformly over
the word states and hence incrementally applied.

The combination of the above techniques leads to a
very efficient backward pass, and hence overall search.
For example, the 2-pass decoder runs at 0.7RT for clean
speech and results in almost the same accuracy as our 1pass decoder [2].
2.2. Noise Compensation
To improve recognition accuracy on noisy data, we have
developed a new noise compensation approach that operates in the feature space in a completely unsupervised
manner [3]. The noise compensation takes as input an utterance in the cepstral domain as well as a Gaussian mixture model representing the distribution of clean speech in
the log-spectral domain, and generates as output the cepstrum sequence of the compensated utterance where the
noise effect has been attenuated.
The compensation approach is designed to compensate the effect of an additive noise. The basic idea is
to derive an estimate of the noisy speech log-spectrum
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probability density function (pdf) given a test utterance.
Then, given the pdf of the clean speech (which can be derived on the training data), a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimate of the compensated (clean) speech
is derived in the log-spectral domain and is mapped back
into the cepstrum domain. This compensated cepstrum is
then used for recognition.
Since the noise is supposed to be additive in the spectral domain, the relation between noise, clean speech and
noisy speech is non-linear in the log spectral domain and
can be represented by the function z = f (x; n) where z, x
and n are the noisy speech, clean speech and noise logspectrum, respectively. Let us assume that the pdf p(x) of
the clean speech has been derived from the clean training
data. We will assume that p(x) can be represented using a
Gaussian mixture model. The compensation process can
then be described as follows:
1. Represent f (x; n) by its m-th order Vector Taylor
Series (VTS), f m (x; n).
2. Approximate the VTS by a linear function,
gm (x; n) = Am x + Bm n + Cm and derive the MMSE
estimates for Am , Bm and C m . These 2 steps are required to get a linear relation between z, x and n, so
that it becomes possible to express the pdf of z as a
function of x and n pdfs’.
3. Initialize the noise pdf p(n) using the first N frames
of the test utterance. Typically we use N = 10 and
assume that p(n) can be represented using a Gaussian distribution or a mixture of Gaussian distribution.
4. Derive p(z) given p(x), p(n), and the linear approximation function g m (x; n).
5. For each test utterance, refine the estimate of µ n using EM and derive p(z) (using batch or sequential
estimation).
6. Derive an MMSE estimate of x̂ given z, p(x) and
p(z): x̂ = E fxjzg.
7. Map x̂ into the cepstrum domain.
A nice property of this algorithm is that the noise pdf
estimation (step 5) can be performed either in batch or sequential mode, and is therefore suitable for real-time applications. In [3], we have shown that the noise estimation
can be done sequentially, allowing the noise compensation
to track slowly varying noises with an optimal forgetting
factor. For more details, the reader is referred to [3].

3. Experimental Results
3.1. Database description
The training data consists of about 80 hours of broadcast news recorded by NHK between April and July 2000.

Condition
noisy news
field report
sports.noisy
sports.clean
weather
studio report
spontaneous
studio news

Description
Noisy news programs
Reporters in field environment
Sports news in noisy environment
Sports news in clean environment
Weather reports
Reporters in studio environment
Spontaneous speech
Anchor speakers in studio environment

Table 1: List of testing data categories.

About 1/5th of the data come from anchor speakers, the
remaining data coming from reporters. Both left-biphone
and triphone models are trained using a decision tree statetying algorithm, leading to a total of about 20K and 90K
Gaussian probability density functions for the biphone
and triphone models, respectively.
The testing data consists of NHK’s typical news programs recorded from June 1st, to June 7th, for a total of
about 3 hours of speech material. The testing data is excluded from the training material. To study the performance of the system based on the input speech characteristics, the test data has been subdivided into 8 different
categories to reflect speaker and acoustic environment, as
indicated in Table 1. In this evaluation, the same language
model is used for every category, but a different LM is
used each day, built according to the approach described
in [8] to emphasize recent news stories. As a result, the
perplexity of the test data varies widely across category,
ranging from less than 10 on studio news to about 60 on
sports.noisy, weather and spontaneous. The decoder
uses a lexicon of about 20K Japanese words (morphemes),
leading to an out-of-vocabulary rate ranging from about
0.5% to 5% based on the test category.
The feature vector consists of 39 components, including 12 MFCC coefficients plus energy with their first and
second derivative. The first cepstral coefficient C 0 is used
as energy coefficient since it is required by our noise compensation algorithm.
3.2. Recognition Results
The performance of the system is reported in terms of
word accuracy and real time factor. System evaluations
have been carried out on a high end PC (quad 700Mhz
Xeon processors, 2MB L2 cache, 3GB SD100 RAM) running Linux with only one recognition process running on
a single CPU.
Our noise compensation algorithm has been initially
validated using our 1-pass recognition engine, which uses
the same triphone acoustic models and trigram LM as our
2-pass decoder. Table 2 represents the average word accuracy for each broadcast category with and without noise
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Environment
field report
noisy news
spontaneous
sports.clean
sports.noisy
studio news
studio report
weather

Noise Comp.
On
Off
94.5 93.8
96.1 95.7
80.0 80.8
91.2 91.2
81.3 74.0
98.8 98.9
89.8 90.1
89.0 89.3

Table 2: Word Accuracy (%) using Bell Labs’ 1-pass decoder with and without noise compensation.
Environment
field report
noisy news
spontaneous
sports.clean
sports.noisy
studio news
studio report
weather

Acc.
93.9
96.3
78.3
88.7
78.0
98.4
90.8
82.8

RT
1.1
1.1
1.2
0.8
1.6
0.6
0.9
1.2

Table 3: Word Accuracy (%) and real time factor (RT) for
Bell Labs’ 2-pass decoder with noise compensation.

compensation. It can be seen that the noise compensation
can lead to significant improvement on the noisy speech,
especially on the sports.noisy category where the error
rate has been reduced by more than 7% absolute. Reduction of word error rates are observed on all noisy categories, while some minor degradation in performance is
sometimes observed for clean speech recognition. Considering that the benefits of the compensation clearly overcome its drawbacks, we now use the noise compensation
as a standard feature in our system. We should also point
out that the feature compensation algorithm has been applied only during testing, the acoustic models have been
trained on the original uncompensated cepstrum.
When using our 2-pass decoder, real-time performance is obtained while still preserving a high recognition
accuracy, as illustrated in Table 3. In our experiments, we
also observed that one additional advantage of using the
noise compensation algorithm is that it also leads to some
speed-up in decoding, especially on the noisy data. Overall, every category with a word error rate of about 5% is
suitable for live closed-captioning.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we present our 2-pass decoder for broadcast
news closed-captioning applications and show that we are

able to achieve real-time decoding with slight degradation
in performance, compared to our high accuracy 1-pass
system.
Experimental results indicate that our noise compensation algorithm is able to improve the word accuracy on
average and leads to significant reduction of the real-time
factor. On field report, noisy news and studio news
conditions, the performance is high enough to allow live
close-captioning of NHK’s broadcast news with minimal
manual correction of recognition errors. Additional work
is required on the other categories before the system can
be used for live subtitling.
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